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Bredaquaranta, established in 2008, 
is a company with over 35 years of 
experience in interior design and 
high-end furniture.
With its roots deeply embedded in 
the industry, Bredaquaranta has 
become synonymous with quality 
and excellence. The company boasts 
prominent showrooms in Milan city 
center, strategically located to cater to 
a discerning clientele.



Additionally, Bredaquaranta has forged 
invaluable partnerships across the globe, 
further solidifying its reputation as a leader in 
the luxury interior design market. With a rich 
history and a commitment to craftsmanship, 
Bredaquaranta continues to set the standard 
for elegance and sophistication in the world of 
interior design.



BEQOO Studio represents a 
new exciting collaboration with 
bredaquaranta, introducing a fresh 
approach to interior design.
Powered by a group of skilled 
architects and decorators, BEQOO 
Studio is driven by a shared passion 
for iconic turnkey projects; focusing 
on bespoke domestic spaces, the 
studio collaborates with renowned 
manufacturers and craftsmen to 
deliver exceptional quality results.
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From unexpected finishes to meticulous 
attention to details, every single project is 
characterized by an unmistakable sense of 
glamor and sophistication.

Located in the vibrant Brera district, in the 
heart of central Milan, BEQOO Studio draws 
inspiration from its surroundings to infuse 
each design project with a sense of unique 
charm.

Thanks to its commitment to bring customers’ 
visions to life, BEQOO Studio is skilled to 
completely manage each work from the 
initial sketch to the last accessories, always 
being animated by two great impulses: Passion 
and Love.
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Bredaquaranta

via Ernesto Breda, 40
Sesto San Giovanni
Milano
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Bredaquaranta

via Fatebenefratelli, 10
Milano
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Bredaquaranta

via Durini, 5
Milano
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BEQOO Studio

via Fatebenefratelli, 10
Milano
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Baxter Outdoor Gallery

via Filippo Turati, 2
Milano
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Meridiani

via Alessandro Manzoni, 38
Milano
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Bontempi Casa

via Filippo Turati, 6
Milano
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Alf DaFrè / Valdesign

corso di Porta Romana
ang. via Rugabella, 1
Milano
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Snaidero

piazza San Marco, 1
Milano
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Shanghai Design Studio

Wulumiqi South road No.75-5#
Xuhui district
Shanghai, China
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Baxter Home

Ruttonjee Centre
11 Duddell Street
Hong Kong



Projects
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Cote d’Azur, France 

Private House - Antique flavor with a contemporary touch

Location

Project

This interior design project for a large 
flat in a historical building located on 

the French Riviera has a unique style 
and a strong “glamour rock” 

personality

It’s a surprising combination of styles 
where antique rooms are outfitted with 

contemporary furniture



Bredaquaranta handled the 
entire design phase of every 

room in the flat: the kitchen with
 its island, the living room, the 

bathrooms, the bedroom
 and wardrobes
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Baxter leather sofa
Budapest Soft designed by Paola 

Navone in 2009 
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Bellagio lake, Italy 

Villa - Restoration and furnishing project

Location

Project

A complete project restored the beauty 
of this majestic villa overlooking 

Lake Como in the prestigious Bellagio
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In the outer garden, a 
marvellous view of the lake 
can be enjoyed from a fully 

furnished veranda and from 
the comfortable lounge area 

located near the 
swimming pool



 The particularly bright and comfortable 
living room stands out for its simplicity 
and elegance, featuring a sofa, coffee 
tables and console desk designed by 
Meridiani
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 The project featured the installation of a 
bespoke kitchen with doors in pewter 

metal and countertop in 
grey stone
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“Clients always have their own tastes
and requirements. It’s the designer’s job to

accommodate and include the ‘must-haves’
of everyone involved.”
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Larvotto, Hong Kong

Private House

Apollo Design HK Limited

Location

Project

Credit

The idea was to craft a show 
flat-style home that was both 

stunning and homely.
Luxury and grandeur is front 
and centre in the living and 

dining room; it’s where
the homeowners host family 

and friends

Naturally the private 
realm takes clean lines

and a pared-down simplicity



Tranquil in nature, the earthy 
tone, clutter-free interiors, and 
subtle grey carpeting,
sets the tone for a soothing rest, 
and makes the space particularly
alluring
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A swivelling floor lamp from Flos, 
for example, pays homage to a

quintessential street light design
 

The simplicity and chic 
elegance of Baxter’s 

Budapest leather sofa offsets 
the darker palette and grand

marble flooring

Other pieces add an aura of 
sophistication, such as the iconic 

Tulip recliner
 armchair in the study from

 Natuzzi Italia
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Milan, Italy 

Villa Maggiolina - Building renovation and interior design

Location

Project

The project was detailed in every aspect, 
from the building renovation phase to the 

selection of decorative objects



This two-storey home 
located in the Maggiolina 

district of Milan has an 
attic area and a basement

B&B Italia outdoor collection
Mirto Outdoor designed by 

Antonio Citterio
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From the entryway we can 
enter the dining and living 
room areas and see a sofa 
from B&B Italia, an iconic 

chaise longue LC4 from 
Cassina and small tables 

by Maxalto
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On the raised ground floor, 
we find a spacious custom 
made kitchen with an
interesting countertop and 
cladding in Arabescato
marble
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The master bedroom on the 
first floor is entirely outfitted 
with Giorgetti and Maxalto 
furniture.
Wall covered with Vescom 
fabric

Selected products are 
functional, contemporary 
pieces with an unmistakable 
style, integrating the highest 
artisanship and 
tailor made tradition
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Maxalto Amphora 
bedside tables in Natural 

wenge wood

Maxalto Febo bed



Bathrooms were built by 
combining a selection of 
custom solutions and 
equipment by Agape 
and Gessi
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The project is completed with a mini 
apartment, located in the attic of the 

building, furnished with Knoll, 
Meridiani, Louis Poulsen and Flos  

The wellness area in the 
basement includes a sauna, 

Jacuzzi and steam bath
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Milan, Italy

Rooftop apartment in the centre - interior design and furnishing

Location

Project

A beautiful rooftop apartment 
located in Milan. 

With wide and spacious interiors, this 
home looks very warm and inviting 

The color palette is elegant, yet 
delicate and tasteful. A large living 

room greets the guests with its 
chic feeling: natural parquet, deep dark 

metal kitchen, suede leather sofas, 
gorgeous carpets and precious marble 



Custom boiserie and bespoke kitchen 
with metal finish doors and grey
stone marble island
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Dining area:
Baxter Pangea table with glossy ocean 
storm marble top

Gallotti&Radice Athus sideboard

Living area:
Rugiano Pierre sofa and side tables, 
Gallotti&Radice Haumea central tables
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Lecco, Italy

Private House - Simplicity with elegance

Location

Project

Dark marble, soft fabrics, 
leather details and natural 

stone. Everything to create a 
modern and elegant 

atmosphere.
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Antique doors, panelling 
and sections of 

ageing plasterwork 
have been kept on display in 

this Lecco apartment
 

Natural light was a very 
important point in the brief, and 

it had to be achieved in every 
space



Maxalto dining area, 
B&B Italia Michel Club sofa,

B&B Italia Mart armchair, 
Moooi Raimond suspension lights,

Cassina Veliero bookcase
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Location

Project

Ibiza, Spain

Private Villa - Cool interior in amazing nature

Stone and salty sea breeze, 
blue infinity and soft inviting 

textures, the warmth of wood 
and the dynamics of 

contemporary shapes
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Michel Club sofa by B&B Italia.
Comfortable back cushions with a headrest and 

additional cushions in various sizes make the 
seating relaxing and suitable for conversation, but 

always comfortable and extremely elegant



B&B Italia sofa
Vitra chairs
Foscarini floor lamp
Acerbis wall system
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Penta pendant light



Paola Lenti outdoor furniture
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Nearby the pool chaise longues Wave by
Paola Lenti with backrest adjustable in two 
positions in addition to the rest position



Indoor and outdoor areas are
completely different although we are 
asked by our Client to ensure same 
purpose: welcoming, comfortability, 
functionality and - above all -
exquisite aesthetic beauty

This was the challenge!

The outcome is a endless living space 
in a garden that gains the interior areas 
with a horizontal grow as well as wall 
and ceiling cascade
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Location

Project

Dubai, UAE

Roof top dehors and  private indoor garden
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Giorgetti collection:
Skyline sofa

Kendama chandelier in burnished 
metal and spheres in blown glass with 

Murano workmanship

Fit coffee table presents regular 
repeating strips in walnut canaletto 

wood. An optical effect reminiscent of 
1960s graphics thanks to marble, 

leather and metal inserts
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Location

Project

Budapest, Hungary

Residential Villa in Western Hungary – Functionality, comfort and aesthetic balance 

A complete project developed from 
primary proposal to final installation 

with the aim to create a modern and 
warm space by a fresh 

design touch.
 

With iconic furniture and well 
chosen accessories set against an 

all-white backdrop, this interior is 
peaceful, understated and 

effortlessly chic. 



Poltrona Frau Archibald armchairs 
by Jean-Marie Massaud is the perfect 
combination of substance and form, a 
comfortable and enveloping design 
ideal for meditation and relaxation 

The breadth and depth of the seat is 
balanced by its thin feet for an agile and 
slender overall effect
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Walk in closet Lema Open 
catches the eye on account of 

its clean design and the 
absence of doors. 

The ultimate expression of the 
flexibility of Lema’s modular 

systems, this piece is designed to 
bring a personalised feel to any 

space

With its simple style, Open
 is the ideal solution for the 

contemporary home

B&B Italia upholstered Tufty-Bed ensures comfort and 
solidity. The fabric cover is divided into squares

Featuring a base that goes down to the floor, it allows the 
internal space to be used as a convenient compartment
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Hola chair by Cassina

Valcucine Artematica Vitrum kitchen 
with New Logica system
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Paris, France

Apartment - Renovation and decoration in a Haussmann building

Location

Project

Renovation project in an historical 
apartment combining the traditional 
building identity with modern design 

touch, knowing that “details are not 
the details, they make the design” 



Febo chairs by Maxalto have classic 
and extremely comfortable proportions. 
Completely covered in fabric with 
prominent blanket stitch

Lagos table by Baxter

Custom made kitchen
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We used Kohro wall paper
for dining room



Sofa Get Back by Poltrona Frau
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In the Archibald armchair by Poltrona Frau the 
leather upholstery, pleasantly wavy thanks to a series 

of vertical folds, is embellished along the edges and 
external surfaces by contrast stitching, giving it an 

extra touch of refined elegance

The Fiorile side tables by Poltrona Frau: soft, 
almost organic forms with rounded corners, each 
one different from the next, to combine freely 
creating unique geometric effects every time



Winter garden entrance

Baxter collection:
Manila chairs and Matera 
and Phoenix tables
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Winter garden structure

Maxalto Apollo sofa
Baxter Manila armchairs
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Islamabad, Pakistan

Jahanzaib Daad Residence - A court around a tree

DB Studios, Islamabad

Location

Project

Credit

Interior design developed 
respecting nature. 

The building is constructed around 
an existing tree that becomes the 

central character in the 
house courtyard. 

Root in the ground and leaves facing 
up to light as for design rooting in our 

heritage with a dancing creativity.



Penta Glo pendant lights
Cassina Beam sofa
Moooi Love sofa 
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A private apartment located in the  
exclusive Solaria building

Bredaquaranta took care of the 
entire design phase of the
apartment including: surfaces,
kitchen, living room, bathrooms,
bedrooms, closets, lighting,
complements and decoration
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Milano, Italy

Private Apartment in Solaria building

Location

Project



B&B Italia Camaleonda sofa
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Knoll Saarinen table
Cassina Hola chairs

Reflex Angelo Bubble XL pendant lights

Meridiani Turman bed
Moooi Flock of lights  suspension lamp



Harmonious selection of Giorgetti Collection,
as result of elegance, for the formal living room.

As a natural light pours in through the large
windows,
it highlights the crystal’s brightness of the
pendant lightings by Barovier&Toso, in the heart 
of the space
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Istanbul, Turkey

Private Villa

GV Design Studio, Istanbul

Location

Project

Credit



Identity in the centre of the scene, 
Giorgetti Tenet Desk.
A strong visual impact, Mizar is an 
oval table, from the line stern and 
sophisticated.
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The details become a story,
a conversation starter, and a
source of endless inspiration



This project located in a lovely 
home overlooking the
crystalline waters of the 
Caribbean Sea involves the 
installation of the Italia kitchen 
by Arclinea.

It‘s a marvellous kitchen that 
fits the surrounding landscape 
perfectly
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Saint Barthelemy, Caribbean island

Private Villa - Rational elegance with Ocean view 

Location

Project



Furnishings in the Swiss
chalet Alpin Roc were

carefully chosen to fit perfectly 
with the architectural style 

of the building and the
beautiful landscape that

surrounds it
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Verbier, Switzerland

Winter House - Genuine and precious materials in a mountain chalet

Location

Project

Baxter table
Living Divani sofa



The unit including 6 bedrooms and
multiple living spaces, encloses an 
elegant balance of the superb level of 
Italian furniture and Japanese finish

From the top floor living, dining and
kitchen area, there are impressive 
views on the surrounding nature 
from under the vaulted ceilings
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Niseko, Japan

Holiday chalet in a resort area  - Warm wood and secure stone in a kind light embrace 

Location

Project

With outdoor living in mind, a 
very generous balcony

welcomes outdoor furniture 
including dining and living sets

A wide fireplace is the
ideal area for meditation

or for enjoying warm
conversations resting on the

comfortable sofas



The kitchen features a beautiful
walnut finish and ceramic counter, 
as well as Miele appliances
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The SPA room is the perfect place 
to relax and rejuvenate tired mu-

scles, and the sweet cypress wood 
walls harkening to Japanese 

onsen bathing



Built in Australia, 
Page Residence is a house with 
an essential and extremely
modern look.

It has two levels and a large 
garden with a
swimming pool in the back
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Sydney, Australia

Page Residence - Eclectic modern style

Location

Project

Poltrona Frau  sofas
Baxter tables



The goal in this project was to
integrate the surrounding
nature with the villa with an
attractive and contemporary 
design
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Meridiani Renè sofa in bouclé finish and 
Bongo small tables

Poltrona Frau Archibald armchair in green 
leather with Ilary monolith small table

Baxter Q2 chandelier

Glas Italia Venere custom made table
Jitka Skuhrava custom made chandelier

Baxter Gemma chairs
Baxter Q3 chandelier

Palm Beach, Florida

Private House

Location

Project



Poltrona Frau  Vittoria chairs
Cassina Sahara carpet
Flos 2097/30 suspension lamp
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Mosca, Russia

Private Flat - luxury in a modern key

Location

Project

Bolzan Dafne bed
Philip Trust bed



Our challenge in this project was to 
decorate the strict style of the with a 
balanced mix of contemporary and 
classical elements 

The two symmetric Lucrezia sofas 
- linear  shape, formal comfy and 
soft fabric - are in contrast with the 
silhouette of the Febo armchairs
(Maxalto) and the rigorous form of the 
Rio coffee table (Cassina)

This modern combination is moderated 
by a classical Taif chandelier in Murano 
glass (Barovier e Toso)
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Nanjing, China

Private Villa of contemporary personality with classical contaminations

Location

Project

The dining room is characterized by 
the pillar basement of a

masculine Ufo dining table
(Emmemobili) balanced by the 

feminine sinuous shape of the dining 
chairs (Rugiano) and Glo lighting 

pendant designed by Carlo Colombo

The stairwell is decorated by
precious floating clouds of Gold 

Moon lights (Cattelani&Smith) 
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Milan, Italy

V GRASS showroom

Claudio Silvestrin Architects

Location

Project

Credit

Sophisticated, Elegant,
Intelligent and Mysterious

are the key words of the Chinese 
holding VGrass Fashion Co philosophy



Installation and decorative elements

Pink glossy onyx
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Vescom wall fabric
Maxalto Febo velvet 
armchairs and poufs
Baxter pink onyx coffee table



Custom made wall panels with 
chinese floral fabric decoration.
Light by Viabizzuno
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Milan, Italy

Brett Jhonson store - via Manzoni, Milano

Location

Project

“I started the brand in search of the 
best craftsmanship, the best 

quality, the best materials. I came to 
Italy in search of the best crafts 

people, the best materials and to 
deliver the best product that I thoght I 

could to market.”  
(Brett Johnson)

 
Interpreting this mission we 

developed the interior project for their 
retail showroom in Milano  



Giorgett Bigwig table has a very 
strong style with sculptural features

Giorgetti Alexa chair in solid ash 
wood, the seat and armrests are 
finished with textile details in saddle 
leather

Flos pendant lights Skygarden
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Location

Project

Muscat, Oman

Private Villa

“The creation of an interior in a 
classic style poses one of the most 

difficult and interesting tasks for 
the designer – to perfectly combine 
luxury and sophistication of details 

and simplicity of lines, correctly use 
noble materials, skillfully 

incorporating modern technology 
into them.”
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The elegant shapes and the 
pleasant lines of the sofas

merge with the richness of the 
carvings and precious fabrics,
giving a feeling of rare elegance. 

The precious marble
enhances the top of the tables, 

that was realized with
a crystal top to show the beauty 

of the carved top below



Fireplace fully custom made.
Mirror in lime wood with 
inserts in antiqued bronzed 
mirror with decorative 
bronzes

Frame marble panels with 
rich inlays.
Central mirror with sand 
blasted handmade 
gold decorations
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Beautiful console with 
golden leaf finishing. 
The curving lines and the
refined carvings, with all 
precious materials, make 
these pieces real gems for all 
exclusive residences in the 
world



Bredaquaranta has developed the 
curtain design.
Drapped velvet valance with three falls 
and special trimming.
Curtains drapes with rich decorative 
motifs and trimming.
Vary precious cordon curtains holders.
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Moodboard

Belcor Collection is 
completed by small

rectangular and round 
tables, which have 

upper wooden top with 
crystal insert and lower 

top with rich inlays. 
Legs and lateral side of 

top are enriched
with graceful antiqued 
bronzed mirror inserts.



Every single detail takes 
part in a single vision of 
beauty and artistic
style, from the mirror with 
gold leaf decorations 
to the big table in
walnut with six richly carved 
legs and with the 
preciously inlay top.
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Monte Carlo, Principality of Monaco

Bespoke Kitchen - From concept to complete realisation

Location

Project

The kitchen structure is made in maple with 
profiles in bronze metal

The island has a travertine marble 
countertop and the base is covered in leather 



Shop drawings to provide carpenters, 
marble artisans, blacksmith, tanner and 
electritian with the necessary information 
to manufacture, assemble and install all the 
components of the system. This includes 
material specifications and dimension 
requirements
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Installation check at our 
carpenter laboratory



A completely 
customised kitchen 
down to the last detail

The appliances were chosen 
from excellence: 
Gaggenau, Blanco and 
Subzero
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LED lighting has been installed 
in the wall units and the 

wall-mounted display unit

The dark stained maple ceiling, 
the boiserie panelling and the 

travertine marble wall frame the 
living room and the kitchen area, 

custom-built by our artisans
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